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Pear Dennis, 10/4/96 
Herewith the corrected ha Fontaine manuscript. 
tou asked about the documents. I supuosee at the end of the appropriate 

chapters. I've indiced en each the relevant pav di the prelsent ms. 
I say this because it would be better if the size of the characters is 

lafozir and blacker, as it ispith all the others. That would mean Moro pages. 
I have no idea why Janie decided tat vorbatirpotations do not include 

the indicated paragrsfillinc, but this way it is confusing. I've narked where 
each Gets a paracraph indentation. 

After fiTt noticing this I oburn7Ved all ̀ t followe:. in each instance 
tha indentations -:.ere on the draft. 

I'm suxo she hdd a readon but I've no idoa what it was. 
By and laro? her work was better, more accurate. Please thank her. 
I enclose the diskette also. 
kfter all the correctii2I3 are made, can it be duplicated on a different 

program, if that is what they are called, to have it come out larger and blacker, 
more likn typinlj? 

Then we can duplicate that dieke and send it to the others. 
Nany thanks, 
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SAINT ANSELM COLLEGE 
I 00 SAINT ANSELM DRIVE 

MANCHESTER, NH 03102 
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September 25, 1996 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21702 

Dear Harold: 

Here is the LaFontaine printout. I have gone through it using the spell checker on the word processor to 
get the obvious typographical and spelling errors. I wanted to go through it myself to catch other errors 
but that would delay my sending it to you. So here it is. A cursory look through it indicates that Jamie 
did a reasonably good job. 

When you send it back after making whatever corrections you find necessary, you might want to 
indicated on the printout where you would like the documents to appear in the text, and include copies of 
them. I may be able to scan the documents and include an image of them on the disk so that the disk will 
then contain the complete version, including documents. 

Hope you and Lil are well. 

Re ands, 

Dennis 


